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ABSTRACT
.

In this paper, forced

convection heut transfer is studied experimentally

and

calculated values of local us well as averege heat transfer coefficients and friction
factors for a fuW

developed turbulent flow in an asymmetrically

heated smooth

squere duct ut constant heat JIax are presented Nasselt numbers, Friction factors
and Stanton numbers have been calculated for ten different
over the range of 5 104 Re

Reynolds numbers

1 105. The efficts of Reynolds number and location

of positions of y/B across the duct on the distributions
of rnean heat transfer und friction

of local as well as average

factor are studied fn the present investigafion

it is found that on an average, of 57.44 percent increase in Reynolds number the
static pressure drop is increased by 185.61 percent and the Nusselt number is
increased by 40.63 percent. The results compared well with the published data for
Nusselt number and Stanton number except Friction
investigation

the friction

value for smooth noncirculqr

In the present

obtained increqses with increasing

factor

number insteud of published

factor.

of Reynolds

data where it decreuses or approaches a constant
ducts. The secondary flow pattern in the duct is

reJlected in the locul distributions

of the Nusselt number, the friction

factor and
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the Stanton number the vulaes of which on the heated wall of smooth square duct are
respectively 1.035 to 1.225, 1.07 to 1.17 and 1.17 to 1,20 times higher than thosefor the
smooth circalar dacl Compared with the published data for the flat plate the Nusselt
number obtained in the present investigation is 2.32 (132.47 percent) times higher than
that of the flat plate, The results are presented in their jinal concise form of compact
correlqtions that involve dimensionless groups representing the chsracteristics of heat
transfer and friction factors. These correlutions may be ased for in numerical analysis
and for better design of heat transfer equipments for engineering applicafions
Kelmords: Forced convective heat transfer, Square duct, Heat flux,
Turbulentflow
1 INTRODUCTION
In the fluid mechanics and heat transfer several variables are combined into a few
dimensionlessparametersand the results are presentedin the form of empirical equations
that involve both individual variable parametersand dimensionlessgroups. No doubt this
technique considerably reduces the number of variables involved in the experimental
investigations but does not demonstrate how the characteristics of individual flow
parameter behaves with respect to each other in complex situations with imposed
boundary conditions. Thus an attempt has been made to study experimentally some of the
most important flow parameterssuch as Nusselt number, friction factor, Stanton number
etc, for a turbulent flow through a smooth square duct. The gathered data will be useful
for those pursuing the task of numerical prediction in this area of research and
development. The object is to provide a good understanding on the characteristics of
some of these variable flow parametersas well as on how they are related to each other
when the duct is heatedasymmetrically under constantheat flux boundarv conditions.
2 LITERATURESURVEY
The turbulent flow as well as the temperature field in non-circular

ducts is

influenced by the existence of the secondary flow [4]. Though the velocity of this
secondary flow is a small percentage of the primary flow velocity, of the order
of 2 to 3 percent, its influence on the flow and temperature fields in the duct can
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not be ignored, and [1].

This is the reason why these variable flow parameters have

attracted interest not only for the light they shed on fluid dynamics, but also in relation to
the augmentation of heat transfer [7] and [8]. Although, in ducts, secondaryflow would
affect the characteristicsofthe forced convective heat transfer, as has already been found
by many investigators, there are only a few reports on fundamental ducts [] and [9]. The
presentreports are concernedwith the turbulent flow in an asymmetrically heated smooth
square duct with constant heat flux as a boundary condition. An increase in heat transfer
is accompaniedby an increasein the pressuredrop of the air flow i.e., increasein friction
factor. Many investigators have developed correlations on heat transfer, friction factor,
Stanton number etc., assumedconstant Prandtl number. It has been recently found that in
exactly the same experimental set up and configuration with constant heat flux boundary
condition the Prandtl number does not remain constant []

but it rather decreaseswith

increase of Reynolds number as well as with increase of location pf positions ylB from
centre towards the side walls. In view of the above discussion. a need therefore exist for
an experimental investigation to incorporate Prandtl number as an important variable
parameterto obtain improve correlations for correct analysis of heat transfer problems in
engineering applications. Due to lack of useful data to show how some of the most
important variable flow parameters vary relative to each other and also to coordinate
systems, an experimental investigations is carried out. The results are presented here in
order to examine the effects of secondaryflow on asymmetrically heated smooth square
duct with constant heat flux as boundary condition. The existing correlations on heat
transfer for turbulent flow of air through ducts were obtained assuming Prandtl number as
a constantparameter [3].
3 EXPERIMENTAL

SET UP AND TEST PROCEDURES

The experimental set up has been designed and instruments and probes are
installed in it and these are connected with a high speed digital computer. A
schematic diagram of the straight experimental
illustrated in the Fig: 1. Hydrodynamically
attained at abut 50D:2500

setup of length 9735 mm is

fully developed velocity profiles are

mm downstream from the duct entrance [7]. Thus the

test section of the duct of length 4869 mm having inner cross section area of 50
mm
of

50 mm consists of heated portion of length 1833 mm and unheated portion
3036 mm. The
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hydrodynamically fully developed flow at the entrance to the heated section. In order to
minimize any possible end effects to be transmitted at the working section, a smooth
duct of length 1120 mm having the same cross sectional dimensions as that of test
section is attached at the downstream end of the heated test portion. At the working
section, at x:34.50D (:1725 mm) downstream from the leading edge of the heated
portion of the test section, the flow is assumed to be fully developed both
hydrodynamically and thermally [8]. Fig: 2 illustrates the details of the cross sectional
view of the heated test section. Two side walls of the entire test duct are made from
Bakelite sheet of 12 mm thick to provide both the high strength and to ensure no
leakage of current. The top wall is made from transparent Plexiglas plate of thickness
12 rnm in order to provide optical access for observation and necessary adjustment of
probes. The movement of this is controlled by an electrical circuit which provides
signals when the probe just touches bottom heated wall. The entire test duct except the
top wall is enclosed in glass wool to minimize heat loss. The filtered air at room
temperature is drawn into the straight square test duct through the air filter followed by
inlet parabolic nozzle in order to establish uniform velocity. Only the bottom wall is
heated electrically. For detail descriptions refer to [1]. The heating effect is symmetrical
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about z-axis but non-symmetric

Fig:4Dotsrepresents
105probe
positiorsin qpace
at eachlocation

about x- and y- axes, Fig: 3. To maintain a

constant heat flux a voltage stabilizer followed
having lkW

by a voltage regulator, both

capacity is used for constant power supply to the heater. The flat

nichrome wire of size 28 SWG having the resistance of 9.8097 /m is used to
achieve uniform
intrinsically

wall temperature condition. As the thermocouple

is attached

with the pitot static tube, the measurements of both the velocity and

the temperature of the air flowing through the duct are taken simultaneously.
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Thermocouples are used to measureboth wall and air temperafure.Two pressuretapings
one at the entry and the other at x:95.22D (:476lmm)

downstream from the leading

edge of the test section are used for the static pressuredrop measurement.
Fig: 2 illustratesthe detailsof the crosssectionalview of the heatedtest section.Two
side walls of the entire test duct are made from Bakelite sheetof 72 mm thick to provide
both the high strength and to ensure no leakage of current. The top wall is made from
transparentPlexiglas plate of thickness 72 mm in order to provide optical accessfor
observationand necessaryadjustmentof probes. The movement of the probe is controlled
by an electrical circuit which provides signalswhen it just touchesbottom heatedwall. The
entire test duct exceptthe top wall is enclosedin glasswool to minimize heat loss. The
filtered air at room temperatureis drawn into the straight squaretest duct through the air
filter followed by inlet parabolicnozzle in order to establishuniform velocity. Only the
bottom wall is heatedelectrically.For detail descriptionsrefer to []. The heatingeffect is
symmetricalabout z-axisbut non-symmetricaboutx- and y- axes,Fig: 3. The presenceof
the bottom heated wall createsasymmetric flow field. To maintain a constant heat flux a
voltage stabilizerfollowed by a voltage regulator,both having 1kW capacity is used for
constantpower supply to the heater. The flat nichrome wire of size 28 SWG having the
resistanceof 9.8097 /m is used to achieveuniform wall temperaturecondition. As the
thermocoupleis attachedintrinsically with the pitot static tube, the measurementsof both
the velocity and the temperature of the air flowing through the duct are taken
simultaneously.Thermocouplesare used to measureboth wall and air temperature.Two
pressuretapingsone at the entry and the other at the working sectioni.e.,x:95.22D mm
(:4761mm) downstreamfrom the leading edge of the test sectionare used for the static
pressure
drop measurement.
4

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The geometric parameters, coordinate system, and the flow direction are

schematically shown in Fig: 3. The time mean velocity and the static pressure are
measured by the United Sensor (USA) pitot static tube of 1.6 mm outer diameter
with a Furnace Controls Ltd. (U.K), pressure transducer (model MDC FC00l and
FC012 and a Keithly (USA) digital micro-voltmeter with a data logger system
(model 2426). The signals of the pitot static tube are transmitted to pressure
transducer through 1.4 mm bore flexible tygon tubing. The signals of the digital
micro-voltmeter correspond to the velocity head of the pitot static tube. Before
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starting the experiment, the output voltage for the pressuretransducerfor different range
of scale is calibrated in the calibration rig with a Dwyer (USA) slack vertical water tube
manometer for the velocity and with an Ellison (USA) inclined manometer, using
Kerosene of specific gravity 0.7934, for static pressure measurement. For the
measurementof all signals with micro-voltmeter, integration times of about 30 seconds
are used. The bottom wall temperatures are measured by 24 copper constant
thermocouples distributed along the entire length of the heated portion. The air
temperature entering and leaving the heated portion are also measured by two
thermocouples.Reduction of data used here are given in the appendix.

5 DATA ANALYSIS
Since the duct is heated asymmetrically at the bottom wall only, it is symmetric about
z-axis but asymmetric about the y-axis as shown in Fig.3. The measurementsare taken
only in one half of the cross section about the symmetrical axis as shown in Fig.:4, which
representthe flow characteristicsof the entire duct. Measurementsare made at the section
x:34.5D downstream from the leading edge of the heated section i.e. x:94.56D from the
unheated section. In this position both velocity and temperaturefields can be considered
to be fully developed, [8]. The time mean velocity and temperaturesof air are measured
within the region of -25mm<z<25 mm (i.e. -l zlB 1) and 0 y 23 mm (i.e.OylB 0.92) at 7
different locationsof y : 0, 3, 8, 13, 18, 21, and 23 mm (i.e., y/B:0.0, 0.12, 0.32, 0.52,
0.12,0.84, and0.92) in the crosssection.The time mean velocity and the temperatureare
calculated from the probability distribution function of the measurementsrecorded by the
data logger. There are typically 105 measurementpoints in space at each measuring
location and a total of 105 7:735 points in spacefor halfofthe cross sectionofthe duct
which representsthe data for the entire duct cross section [2]. The measurementsare
taken for 10 different Reynolds number varying between 5 104<Re<1 105.
The corresponding statistical error is between 0.55 to 1.85 percent in the time mean
velocity and between 1.23 Io 2.06 percent in the temperature.The scattering of the wall
temperaturemeasurementis found to be between 2.0 to 3.5 percent and the uniformity of
the wall temperature distribution is considered to be satisfactory, [1].

The time mean

velocity measurementsare repeated whenever error or doubtful situations occurred to
ensurethat the measuredresults are repeatable.
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The longitudinally constant heat flux boundary condition ofthe present investigation,
thermally fully developed region is characterized by wall and air temperature that
increaseslinearly as a function of longitudinal positions, []

and [8]. The experimental

results concerning Nusselt number, friction factor and Stanton number obtained for a
turbulent flow through an asymmetrically heated smooth square duct with constant heat
flux as the boundary condition are discussedbriefly.
6.1 Nusselt number
Fig: 5 shows the effect of Reynolds number on local Nusselt number at constant
pressure drop. At constant pressure drop local Nusselt number decrease rapidly with
negligible decreasingthe local Reynolds number in the region ylB<0.52, but above the
region y/B>0.52 towards the side walls the local Nusselt number increaseslinearly with
the decreasing Reynolds number. This reflects the effect of the secondary flow in the
region 0.72>y/B>0.32 i. e. the secondary flow carrying primary velocity with higher
temperature from the centre of the duct towards the corner along the comer bisector of
the duct the mixing up of cold air with hot air and increasesthe turbulent intensity which
intern causesthe corresponding air temperature to rise thus increasing the heat transfer
there and hence the Nusselt number increases from the centre towards the side walls.
With the increase of static pressure drop the curves shift up towards right. These
characteristicsare clearly seen in Fig; 6 showing the distributions of local Nusselt
number at constantReynolds number acrossthe duct. The local Nusselt number increases
linearly with increasing y/B from centre towards the side walls at constant Reynolds
number. The nature of variation of Nusselt number with increasing positions of y/B, Fig:
6, is similar to that of local variation of heat transfer coefficient. With the increaseof
Reynolds number the Nesselts number curve shifts up in a similar manner as that of heat
transfer []. In the presentinvestigationit is found that on average,with 51.44 percent
increasein Reynoldsnumber the static pressuredrop is increasedby 185.61percentand
the Nusseltnumberis increasedby 40.63percent.
Finally the local data in the fully developed region are compared and
correlated with Prandl number as variable parameter is shown in Fig: 7. It can be
seen that the Nusselt'ss number increases linearly with the increase of Reynolds
number at each location of measurement y/8. Fig: 7 also shows that the curve
shifts up with increase of y/B from the centre of the duct towards the side walls.
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In the present investigation it found that the results obtained compared well the
published data. The correlations developedare expressedas follows:
Nu,:177.47+ 14.89(y/B)
(Fig: 6)
(10)
Nu, : 0.0a6Reo7s3
Pro4
(Fig:7)
(11)
Equations (10) and (11) are valid for 80<Ap<240 N/m2 and 5x104<Re<1x105 at
constant heat flux.
The local as well as the average values of Nusselt number are compared with
some of the well known published data.The secondary flow pattem in the duct is
reflected in the local distributions of the Nusselt number the values of which on the
asymmetrically heated bottom wall of the smooth square duct are 1.04 to 1.22 times
higher compared with the well known published data for smooth circular ducts. Since
it is found that, for the same experimental set up, the top half of the duct behaves like
a flat plat [4], the results are compared with the published data for the flat plate as
shown in Fig: 7, the Nusselt number obtained in the present investigation is 2.32 times
higher compared with that of the flat plate.
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6.2 Friction Factor and Stanton number
The effects of Reynolds number on both the local friction factor and the local Stanton
number for fully developed flows with constant heat flux are depicted in Fig: 8 and I I
respectively. The characteristicsof both curves are similar. Both the local friction factor
and the local Stantonnumber increaselinearly at constantpressuredrop with the decrease
of Reynolds number from centre towards the side walls. Fig: 8 and I I also show that with
the increaseof the pressuredrop both the local friction factor and Stanton number curyes
shifts up towards the right but the corresponding values of friction factor and Stanton
number gradually increasing and decreasingrespectively with increase of pressure drop
p. This trend is clearly visible in Fig: 9 and 12, where both the friction factor and Stanton
number increasewith the increaseof y/B at constant Reynolds Number. In Fig: 9 and 12,
the distributions of both the friction factor and the Stanton number across the duct at
different Reynolds number are displayed. It is found that with 57.44 percent increase in
Reynolds number the friction factor and Stanton number increase by 35.62 percent and
25.13 percent respectively. These variations of the local friction factor and the Stanton
number can be expressedby third degreepolynomial equationsas follows:
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(13)

These equations(12) and (13) are valid for 804 p<240 N/m'zand 5x104<Re<1x105at
constantheat flux boundary condition.
For the same experimental set up and boundary condition the results obtained for both
Nusselt number and Stanton number shown in Fig: 7 and Fig: 13 respecfively agreewell
with published data but the results obtained for the friction factor does not agree as
shown in Fig: 10. With the increaseof Reynolds number the viscosity of air increases[3],
the increasedheat transfer in the asymmetrically heatedduct is achieved at the expenseof
increasedfriction due to increase of both primary as well as secondaryflow of air flow.
Since the viscosity is increasing with the increaseof Reynolds number the friction factor
must also increase.Also it can be seen in the Darcy's formula, f : ( p/ L) D) / (%

), f

p/u , assuming all other parametersare constant, the ratio of p/u ? increaseswith the
increase of pressure drop. Hence the friction factor increases with the increases of
Reynolds number instead of decreasing as that of the published data. The improved
correlations obtained are as follows
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( 15 )
These equations(14) and (15) are valid for 5x104<Re<1x105
at constantheat
flux boundary condition.
In the present investigation the friction factor obtained increaseswith the
increase of Reynolds number instead of published data where it decreasesor
approachesa constant value for smooth noncircular ducts. Comparing with the
published data the friction factor and the Stanton number the results obtained in
the presentinvestigationsare respectively1.07 to l.l7 and 1.17 to 1.20 times
higher than those of smooth circular duct. The results are presentedin their hnal
concise form of compact correlations that involve dimensionless groups which
representthe characteristicsof the friction factor and the Stanton number. These
correlations can be used for improved numerical analysis and for better design of
heat transfer equipmentsfor engineeringapplications.
(Fig: l0)
(Fig:l3)

7 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusionsmay be drawn from this study:
At constantpressuredrop, local Nusseltnumber desreases
rapidly with negligible
decreaseof local Reynolds numbers in the region of ylB<0.52 but above the
region of y/B>0.52 towardsside walls, the local Nuselt number increaseslinearly
with decreasingof Reynoldsnumber.
The Nusselt number increaseslinearly with increasingof y/B from the centre
towardsthe side walls.
Both the local friction factor and the local Stanton number increase linearly at
constant pressure drop with decreasing of Reynolds number from the centre
towardsthe side walls.
It is found that about 57Yo increase in Reynolds number, the friction factor &
Stantonnumberincreaseby 35.6% and25ohrespectively.
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Greek letters

Nomenclature
A: Area

m2

r: Shearstress

B = Half of width of duct

M

v: Kinematicsiscositym2ls

C : Specifrcheat,Centre

W.slkgoC

p: Density
6 :

M
D : Hydraulic diameterof duct
f: Friction factor
G: Massflux
h : Heat transfercoeff,rcient

N/#

kC/#

Aluminum wallmm
thickness

Dimensionless
Kg/m2s
W(m2'

0C;

Subscripts
a:Ambient

f : Fluid
i: Inlet
in = Input

k : Thermal conductivity

W(m,oC;

temperature
:
b Bulk mean

L: Length

M

C : Centre, correct

Nu: Nusseltnumber

Dimensionless L: Loss

m:Mean

P: Pressure

N/m'z

w=Wall

Pr: Prandtlnumber

Dimensionless

q: Heatflux

Wlni

Q : Heat transfer

w

Re: Reynolds'number

Dimensionless

Re: Reynoldss'number

Dimensionless

T: Mean temperature

o: Outlet

Smooth duct,ln: Log mean
surface

oc

x,y,z: Coordinatesystem,Fig:3 & 4

Appendix
Reduction of data used here are given below:
The mean values of time mean velocity and temperature are calculated by
integration of the local time mean velocity and temperatureprofile curve divided
by the total length ofthe curve along the abscissa[6]. The net heat transfer rate
can be calculated from,

e: Q/A": CoG(ATr)
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(2)
where, ATh: (To"- Tor)/ ln [(T*" - Tu')/ (T*" - Tu")]
The log mean temperaturedifferenceof air, Eqn. (2) is used in Eqn. (1) to
obtain the net heat transfer rate. The local outer wall temperatureT* is read from
the thermocouple output. The corrected local inner wall temperature, T*" for
Eqn. (1) is calculatedby one dimensionalheat conductionequation[6] as:

T*": T* - (Q6/kA,)

(3)

The averagevalue of local heat transfer coefficient h is evaluatedfrom,

h: ql(T*"-Tu)

(4)

The coordinate y indicating the location of probe position for measurement
are nondimensionalizedby the half width of the dtrct, B:Dl2 as y/8. The flow
velocity recordedby data logger in milliovlts is convertedto velocity in (m/s)
and pressure drop in (N/m2) by calibration equations. Thermal conductivity
dependson temperature.Since the air velocity and temperaturevaries along the
duct, all the air properties and related parametersare calculated at the bulk mean
air temperatureand the bulk meanair velocity as given bellow [8]:
(5)
Tb: %(T"+ Ti)
(6)
u6:%(uo*ui)
The local Nusselt number, Nu, friction factor, and Stantonumberare calculated
from the following relationsas:
(7)
Nu,: hD/Kr
(8)
Il: (lp/lL) "Dllb i'z)t2l
(e)
St.:h/ [pcour]
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